NOTES ON CHAPTER IX	303
P. THE TIME OF THE DAY
In § 125 is a description of a Hindu clepsydra,1 and in the same
paragraph, and also in paragraphs 116, 120, 121 and 122, are rules
for calculating the time of the day by the shadow. These rules
are:
§122      -	2 = 120 + (shadow + 6)
§ 116      ...   t = 144 -r (shadow + 7)
§120      -	t = 144 + (shadow -j- 7)
§121      -       -       -   t= 20-shadow.
The first three are of the type of rule given by Mahavira
(Ganita-saya-samgraha, ix, 8) and others, which may be expressed
by t =30^-^-2(^+5), where g is the height of the gnomon.
In § 121 g+s is constant and t-g. In § 119 Marshall gives
a method of finding the time by finger divination.
Q. CALCULATIONS
Marshall's calculations may be divided into two classes,
namely, those that are based upon or connected with some
astronomical principle, and those that are connected with no
scientific principle whatever. In no case is a calculation given
by Marshall a perfectly sound one ; usually the data are defective,
and the result either a rough approximation or altogether in-
accurate. Examples have already been given in notes H, J,
L, M, O, P.
(a)	To find the Moon's nakshatra.    The rule given in § 83 may
be expressed by
Increase in Longitude of Moon=(2M+D) 13^ degrees,
where M is the number of the current month counting from
Kartikka, and D is the number of the current day counting from
full Moon. As an example illustrating the rule, the I2th day
from full Moon in Phalguna is said to give (2x5 + 12) nakshatras,
i.e. the Moon is in the 22nd nakshatra.
The rule seems to have been evolved thus: In a civil day the
Moon moves through -988 nakshatras, and in a synodic month
through 29-1815 nakshatras approximately. The increase in
longitude in M months and D days is therefore
M (29 • 1815) +D (-988) nakshatras approximately.
For whole   nakshatras   Mzg + DzzMz+D mod 27   is a rough
solution.
(b)	The same rule is given in § 90 for the purpose of deter-
mining " what Gurry it (the Moon) leaves the Nachetter," with
the same example and the same answer, namely,  " that the
1 See Hind. Astron, p. 67.

